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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem*—The purpose of this investigation is to
ascertain the status of principals in thirty Negro accredited high schools
in North Carolina, each with three to six teachers. These schools were
chosen because they represent with respect to number of teachers and pupil
enrollment the typical accredited high school as found among Negroes in
North Carolina. It is proposed that the present study will give emphasis
to the general background, training, experience, stability, responsibili
ties, salaries, administrative, supervisory and community relationship
practices of the principals of these thirty Negro accredited high schools.
Method of Procedure.—The general method of procedure was to send
questionnaires to fifty principals in Negro accredited schools in North
Carolina ranging in size from three to six teachers, to study the records
of these principals on file in the North Carolina State Department of Pub
lic Instruction and in the Division of Negro Education of this Department,
and to visit and interview many of the principals. The data obtained from ,
the first thirty returns were tabulated, analyzed, and interpreted. A
summary and discussions of findings will be presented in the last chapter.
The principals are studied in groups based on the number of teachers in
the schools where they hold principalships. The groups are as followss
Group I, high schools with three teachers; Group II, high schools with four
teachersj Group III, high schools with five teachers; and Group IV", high
schools with six teachers.
The writer interviewed officials of the North Carolina State Depart
ment of Public Instruction to ascertain whether any one had made a study of
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the problem under investigation and was informed that this was the first
attempt to make a study of this kind*
Signifioanoe of the Studgr.—This study should be of value to the North
Carolina State Department of Public Instruction and its local school units
in evaluating the general background, training, experience, responsibilities,
stability, salaries, and community relations of principals serving in Negro
accredited high schools in North Carolina ranging in size from three to six
teachers. Secondly, such a study should present to school officials a more
comprehensive picture of the administrative and supervisory practices as
organized and sponsored by the Negro principals of these smaller units.
Thirdly, this study should be of tremendous help to the teacher-training
institutions in setting up more functional and practical curricula for the
training of principals.
Limitations of the Study.—This study is confined to accredited high
schools because practically every Negro high school in North Carolina with
from three to six teachers is an accredited high school. The study is also
confined to rural schools because the first thirty questionnaires returned
were, according to the Educational Directory of North Carolina and the
population of the school area, from principals of rural schools.
Sources of Data.—»This study is based on data obtained from the follow
ing sources:
1. Records on file in the North Carolina State Department of
Public Instruction.
2. Records on file in the Division of Negro Education, North
Carolina State Department of Public Instruction.
3. Questionnaires as filled in by the principals of these thirty
schools.
4. Visits and interviews with many of these principals.
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Definition of Terms*—In order to avoid confusion the following terms
are used in the sense described:
1. "Public high schools11 refers to those schools that get their
support from the state and local units*
2. "Accredited high schools" has reference to those four-year
high schools that have been inspected by the State Department
of Public Instruction and have been judged as having met at
least minimum requirements*
3. "Rural high schools" has reference to those four-year high
sohools listed in the Educational Directory of North Carolina
as rural schools or situated in an area where the population
is 2,500 or less.
Review of Related Studies.—In 1928, Daniel W. Kanoy made a study of
the principalshipa in union schools in North Carolina. This study was
made at Duke University. He studied 349 schools where the high school and
elementary school were supervised by the saiae principal. His study included
the age, marital status, administrative and supervisory duties, and the
academic and professional training of the principal. In this study he found
that the median principal of union schools in North Carolina was a married
man. Though the ages range from 23 to 70 years, there were only a few prin
cipals over 45 years old. Most of the principals held bachelor's degrees,
27 held master's degrees and one held a doctor's degree. He deplored a
lack of training in tests and measurements, statistics, and rural education.
He found that the principal is employed in teaching most of the day.
Most principals give very little time to supervision. They give less than
Daniel W. Kanoy, "A Study of the Prinoipalships in Union Schools of
North Carolina." Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of Education, Duke
University, 1928, p. 62.
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two periods a day to supervision, which Kanoy considers one of the most
essential of the principal's duties.
One of the most interesting and worthwhile studies made of the status
of the principal -was made by Jacob Ernest Cobb in 1938 at Duke University.
The purpose of his study was to show the present status of the high school
principal in the state of Worth Carolina. He investigated the academic
and professional training, the salary, age, and experience of these prin
cipals. He collected data by means of questionnaires sent to the principals
of the state and studied the reports from these administrators on file in
the State Department of Education of North Carolina.
The most significant results of his study were the following findings:
1. The majority of the high school principals hold only one
position prior to entering the principalship.
2. More principals come directly from the position of high school
teacher than from any other position.
3. Fifty-one per cent and 30 per cent respectively of county and
city principals consider the high school principalship as
their permanent profession.
4. All but three principals in the state studied have at least
a Bachelor's degree, 20 per cent have Master's degrees and
one city principal has a Doctor's degree.
5. The average salary received by county high school principals
is |l,494.00, and the average salary received by city prin
cipals is 11,804.00.
1Jacob Ernest Cobb, "The Status of the High School Principal of the
State of North Carolina." Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of Edu
cation, Duke University, 1938, p. 86.
2Ibid., p. 92.
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Perhaps the most extensive study on the status of the high school
principal was made by Dan Harrison Eikenberry through the United States
Office of Education. In 1923, his study involved 1,510 replies from one
type of questionnaire and 1,123 replies from another type. He mailed two
additional questionnaires to superintendents throughout the country and to
departments and schools of education. In his report he treated the prin
cipal from the standpoint of academic and professional training, educational
experience, state and local requirements, salary, source of supply, duties,
and responsibilities*
This study seems to have set up a national standard for a scientific
analysis of the status of principals throughout the country. Among the
many important findings in this study, the following seem to be the most
significant:
1. One third of all principals have had graduate work.
2. Two thirds of all principals have a Bachelor's degree.
3. Nearly one fifth of all principals have the Master's
degree.
4. High school administration has been the most valuable sub
ject to these principals.
5. Almost one fifth of the principals entered the principalship
without previous educational experience.
6. The majority of principals are employed nine or ten months.
7. More than one fourth of all the principals have supervision
over elementary schools and more than one fifth over junior
high schools.
8. The principal considers supervision his most important duty.
9. The median age of all principals is 33.4 years.
10. The median salary for all principals is $12,314.00.
A very extensive study of the status of junior high school principals
and one that seemingly has set up a national standard for scientific study
of junior high school principals in the United States was made by Frank
Kale Foster through the United States Office of Education in 1928. For
purposes of the study, he divided the country into geographical divisions.
He studied the ages, sex, academic and professional training, and the ad
ministrative organizations of junior high school principals in the United
States.
Some of the most significant findings in his study were:
1. 92.2 per cent of the junior high school principals are
married, and 62.2 per cent of them have children.
2. In the evaluation of professional courses, these principals
gave first placets junior high school administration and
educational psychology. The next in order were educational
measurements and school supervision*
S. Concerning the training of junior high school principals,
he found that 76.6 per cent of these principals throughout
the United States hold the Bachelor's degree, 38 per oent
hold the Master's degree, 3.6 per cent the Doctor's degree.
He found that the principals in the Pacific states had the
highest percent of Masters' degrees, 44.8 per cent.
Benjamin Franklin Miller made a study of the status of junior high
Harrison Eikenberry, Status of the High School Principal.
United States Offioe of Education,Bulletin Mo. 24, 1925, pp. 1-5.
2Frank Kale Foster, The Status of the Junior High School Principal
in the United States. United States Office of Education, Bulletin No. 18,
1930, pp. 13-37.
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school principals of Texas. Most of his findings were in agreement with
those of Foster. He states, however, that in his study, he found that
many of the public school administrators have not been thoroughly trained
for their work, either generally or specifically. He says that the school
executive should possess pleasing personal qualities but beyond the native
qualities, the principal of the junior high school should possess a broad
and liberal education.
Everette Oscar Coffman made a study of the status of high school prin
cipals in Tennessee. He stated that the state of Tennessee expected the
principal of the school to formulate the school's program of studies in
keeping with the education policies of the state and county and in accord
ance with the needs of the community, to aid in the selection of teachers,
to organize and direct all extra-curricula activities sponsored by the
school, and in general to act as a coordinator for his school and the cora-
2
munity.
Paul 8. Jacobson and William C. Reavis have written a most interesting
and useful book dealing with the duties of principals. After discussing
many studies that have been made on the principalship, they conclude their
discussions by stating that the future principal must have demonstrated his
own competence to teach if he is to recognize good teaching when he sees it
in the classroom. He states further that it is important that the principal
possess good health and be free from physical deformities. More important
Benjamin Franklin Miller, "The Status of the Junior High School Prin
cipal in Texas." Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of Education,
University of Texas, 1935 (mimeographed), p. 29.
2Everett Oscar Coffman, "The Status of the High School Principal in
Tennessee." Unpublished Master's thesis, Department of Education, Univer
sity of Alabama, 1934 (mimeographed), pp. 1, 2*
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than physical characteristics are the mental. It is essential that the
principal possess intelligence of a high order to enable him to aoquire
the technical training for the position which is constantly increasing
in its demands.
^Paul B. Jacobson and William G. Reavis, Duties of High School Prin
cipals (Few York, 1941), pp. 767-68.
CHAPTER II
FAMILY BACKGROUND, EARLY EXPERIENCE, AGE AND MARITAL STATUS
OP THE PRINCIPAL IN THIRTY NEGRO ACCREDITED
HIGH SCHOOLS IN NORTH CAROLINA
An understanding of the homes and other community organizations that
affected the formative childhood years of the principal seems to be very
essential and basic to an effective evaluation of these principals. If
education is coexistent and coextensive with life itself, it represents
growth in every aspect of the individuals life and is continuous through
out life. To assume that the school has given the principal all the
necessary training to meet the demands of a successful career as a prin
cipal, and to fail to recognize the effects that the home and other com
munity organizations have had on his attitudes and feelings toward himself,
his school, family and other persons of varying sex and age in his community
is to fail to see that education in its larger sense brings the home, the
school and the community together in a relationship in which each plays an
important role in preparing the individual for a well-rounded life.
It lies within the power of the parents of this country to
demonstrate democracy in action. In his home a child learns to
think of those in authority as leaders in independent thought and
action or as arbitrary rulers inhibiting such thought and action.
In his home he learns to think of himself as a self-respecting
individual or as a puppet in the hands of those in authority. In
his home he learns to consider the wishes and welfare of others or
to ride roughshod over those wishes. In his home he learns to take
responsibility for acting so as to contribute to the common good or
he learns to sacrifice that good to his own selfish ends.^
Because of the all-important place of the home in education, this
study cannot afford to overlook its power in influencing the lives of these
^•Fredrick E. Bolten, Educational Sociology (New York, 1941), p. 11.
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principals. The responses given to the questions asked on the questionnaire
concerning the education, occupation, economic status, general home atmos
phere and religious practices of the parents and their families may be con
sidered by some to be purely subjective and therefore not adequate to estab
lish the fact of background, but these responses do represent in a great
measure facts, and will to a large extent shed some light on the background
of these principals.
Items which were applicable to the background or early experience of
these principals were submitted to them. The responses given are shown in
Table I.
TABLE 1
ITEMS WHICH ARE APPLICABLE TO THE BACKGROUND OR EARLY
EXPERIENCE OF THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY NEGRO ACCREDITED
HIGH SCHOOLS IN NORTH CAROLINA IN 1942
Items of Background
Parents had college education
Parents were high school graduates
Parents had elementary school education
Parents had one or two years of school
Father has or had a steady income
Father conducted successful business
Father was a skilled laborer
Father was a semi-skilled laborer
Father was a Farmer
Father was a minister
Parents owned comfortable home
Parents rented a good home
Parents rented a poor home
Parents owned their own farm
Parents rented their farm
Subject is oldest
Subject is much older than others
Subject is among youngest
Subject is youngest
Home of parents well regulated with
fine feeling and relationship
Home of parents fairly well con
trolled and organized
Parents worshipped sincerely and wisely
Family attended church regularly































































































































































Education of the Parents*—The data reveal that ten per cent of these
principals were reared in homes where the parents had college education.
These parents were leaders in their communities and because of their train
ing were in a position to give proper guidance. Thirty per cent were reared
in homes where the parents had high school education. Fifty per cent were
reared in homes where the parents had elementary education and ten per cent
where the parents had one or two years of schooling.
Occupational Status of the Fathers.—An analysis of the occupational
status of the fathers of these thirty principals shows that sixteen per cent
conducted successful businesses, twenty-seven per cent were skilled laborers,
seven per cent were semi-skilled laborers, seven per cent were ministers and
forty-three per cent were farmers.
Economic Status of the Parents.—This study shows that twenty per cent
of the fathers of these thirty principals had steady incomes. It is sig
nificant to note here that eighty per cent of the principals1 parents owned
comfortable homes and twenty-three per cent owned their own farms. These
indications of income which was sufficient to provide shelter, clothing,
food and pleasures for the children had their effeot on the development of
these principals. It is generally recognized that a father's chief job is
to support the family. While it is necessary in many families for the mother
to supplement the income by working outside the home, in most cases the
father's earnings are still the principal source of income.
Religious Status of Parents.—The data reveal that seventy per cent
of the parents worshipped sincerely and wisely and seventy per cent of the
families attended church regularly. Even though opinions differ widely
regarding the family's responsibility for religious training, it is the
writer's opinion that religion can not be overlooked in considering the
influences which shape one's attitudes toward life.
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Siblings of These Thirty Principals.—Next to the relationship with
their parents comes the relationship with brothers and sisters. It was
found that thirty-seven per cent of these principals were among the young
est in their families, twenty per cent of the principals came from homes
with five children in family, thirteen per cent came from homes with twelve
children in family, while the group as a whole came from families ranging
in size from one child to thirteen. Seventy per cent of these principals
were reared in homes that were well regulated and where fine feeling and
relationship existed.
Ages of the Principals.—The data presented in Table II will reveal
the ages of the principals in this study.
TABLE 2
AGES OP THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY NEGRO ACCREDITED HIGH


































































Prom Table II it may be seen that these principals are comparatively
young men. The majority of them, sixty per cent, will fall in the thirty
year old group. The median age for Group I is thirty-one years, for Group II
forty-four years, for Group III thirty-eight years and for Group IV thirty-
nine years. The median age for all groups is thirty-eight years.
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Cobb found in his study that the median age for high school principals
in North Carolina in county schools was thirty-seven years and for city
principals thirty-eight years, and that thirty-two years is the age of
twenty-five per cent of the county and city principals in the state of
North Carolina.
Eikenberry's study of the status of high school principals in the United
States shows that the median age of principals throughout the country is
2
33.4 years.
Miller in his study of the junior high school principal of Texas found
that the ages range from twenty-six to sixty years. He divided the schools
into four groups which showed the median age for Group I was 37.5 years, for
Group II 37.85 years, Group III 43.33 years, and Group IV 46.25 years. The
median age for all junior high school principals in Texas studied was 40.63
years. This study tended to show that the age trend is upward from the
smaller schools to the larger schools.
Foster found that for the junior high school principals in the United
States as a whole thirty to thirty-nine years was the most desirable age,
and that eighty per cent of the professors of education to whom question
naires were sent concurred in this opinion.
A comparison of the ages of the principals in the present study with
those of previous studies noted here shows that the ages of these thirty
principals, according to designated groups and as a whole, compare very
favorably with principals throughout North Carolina, with principals in
^Jacob E. Gobb, op. oit., p. 85.
Dan H. Eikeriberry, op. oit., p. 57.
Benjamin F. Miller, op. oit., p. 85.
4Frank K. Foster, op. oit., p. 7.
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other states, and with principals in the United States.
Marital Status of the Thirty Principals.—The marital status of the
principals included in this study will be seen from the data presented in
Table III.
TABLE 3
THE MARITAL STATUS OP THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY 1EGRO
















































Table III above shows the number of principals married and the number
single. It may be seen from this data that ninety-three per cent of the
principals are married and seven per cent are single. According to groups
of schools, it may be seen that Group I has one hundred per cent married,
Group II one hundred per cent married, Group III ninety per cent married,
and Group IV eighty-nine per cent married. Groups III and IV both have
one principal single.
Foster found in his study that ninety-two per cent of the junior high
school principals in the United States were married and that 62.2 per cent
had children in their families.
Miller found in his study of the junior high school principals of Texas
that the marital status of the principals of Texas was the same as that of
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principals throughout the country. It may be seen, therefore, that the
thirty principals in this study have a greater percentage of married among
them than the percentages listed for the United States and for Texas. How
ever, this study'reveals a lower percentage for children in principals1
families as a whole, as may be seen in the following discussion.
Children of the Thirty Principals.—All of the married principals in
this study are also fathers, as the following table indicates?
TABLE 4
MOTHER OF CHILDREN IN THE FAMILIES OF THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY






















































Table IV above presents the distribution of children of the married
principals. It may be seen that fifty-three per cent of these principals
have one child, twenty per cent have two, ten per cent have three, seven
per cent four, and three per cent seven. The number ranges from one child
in the families of sixteen principals to seven children in the family of
one principal.
CHAPTER III
ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF THE PRINCIPALS
IN THIRTY NEGRO ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS IN NORTH CAROLINA
Until recently most high school principals have entered the position
of high school principal without any special academic or professional train
ing other than that required for high school teachers. In most cases, the
states have set up minimum requirements for principals in which the highest
rating or classification is placed at college graduation. Reoently, higher
academic and professional qualifications for principals have been indicated.
Many states have set up requirements for high school principals' certificates
based on the Master's degree. These certificates do not always represent
the minimum requirements to hold the position of high school principal since
the election of principals in most instances is left in the powers granted
to superintendents and local boards of education. It seems, however, be
cause of the requirements for principals' certificates at present, it will
be necessary for those who seek the position of high school principal to
pursue higher professional training for the position. They will realize
that the communities are rightly demanding an extended professional training
of principals that is comparable with other professions. The public school
is a functional part of the community and the degree to which the schools
achieve the purpose for which they are maintained depends to a large extent
upon the wise leadership and vision of the principal who directs and admin
isters the school's program and policies*
If one seeks a career in high school prinoipalship, necessary prepara
tion should be made for the position. H. C. Koch says that no unique pattern
Philip W. L. Cox and R. Emerson Langfitt, High School Administration
(New York, 1934), p. 49.
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of preparation for the principalship based on an adequate analysis of
his work has been set up.
Alstetter, in discussing the evaluation of the education of admin
istrative heads of secondary schools, gives views from one hundred fifty-
five administrators who collaborated with the cooperative study on secondary
school standards. The evaluation of training was based on adequacy of
formal training received beyond the secondary school, comprehensiveness -
the diversity or variety of fields in whichcredit was received in the
2
formal training, and recency - the date of last formal training.
Douglas says that the training of principals, among other things, should
include supervision, guidance, course of study construction, school admin
istration, and statistics and measurements. He further says that profes
sional training is not enough. Broad reading on social and economic
developments, broad reading on local, national and international affairs
g
is very essential in the training of all principals.
The Academic and Professional Training of These Principals.—The
majority of these principals received their education from elementary school
through college in the schools of North Carolina. Sixty-seven per cent of
all the principals received their elementary education in the elementary
schools of North Carolina, seventy-three per cent in the high schools of
North Carolina and seventy per cent in the colleges of North Carolina.
The twenty-three per cent of these principals who have Master's degrees
Harlan C. Koch, "Superintendent Judges the Principal's Contribution
to Secondary Education," School Review, XLIV (May, 1936), 598.
%. L. Alstetter, "Evaluating the Education of Administrative Heads
of Secondary Schools," School Review, XLVI (February, 1938), 110.
3Harl H. Douglas, "Changing Concept of the High School Principal-
ship," School Review, XLVII (February, 1939), 90.
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received their training for these degrees from institutions which are not
in the state of North Carolina.
TABLE 5
HIGHEST DEGREES HELD BY THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY NEGRO
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Table 7 shows that all of the thirty principals included in this
study hold the Bachelor's degree and seven of these principals hold the
Master's degree, or one hundred per cent of the principals hold the
Bachelor's degree and twenty-three per cent hold the Master's degree.
The seven principals who hold the Master's degree were awarded these
degrees from the following institutions: four received their degrees
from Columbia University, two from Hampton Institute and one from the
University of Pennsylvania. The twenty-three principals who do not hold
the Master's degree have earned graduate credit toward this degree. The
graduate credit ranges from two semester hours earned by six principals
to twenty-four semester hours earned by two principals. The seven prin
cipals who hold the Master's degree have earned from two to eight semester
hours credit above this degree. Twenty principals with the Bachelor's
degree stated that they plan to work for the Master's and three principals
stated that they plan to work for the Master's and Doctor's degree.
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In similar studies relating to the degrees held by high school prin
cipals, the following facts may be noted: Eikenberry found in his data on
high school principals throughout the United States that one principal
in eight holds no degree, two thirds hold the Bachelor's degree only, and
eighteen per cent hold the Master's degree. These data, says Cobb, contrast
with data from North Carolina in the following way: In North Carolina,
about one principal in one hundred ninety holds no degree, over three fourths
(eighty-one per cent) hold the Bachelor's degree only, and twenty per cent
hold the Master's degree.2 He further states that institutions from which
North Carolina principals receive their degrees are widely scattered through
out North Carolina and other states. Sixteen North Carolina institutions
and forty out-of-state institutions granted Bachelor's degrees to the prin
cipal of the state.
Miller found that only four of the Texas junior high school principals
did not have any degrees. Of the principals reporting in his study 46.3 per
oent hold the Bachelor's degree, 44.4 per cent hold the Master's degree, and
1.9 per cent hold the Doctor's degree.*
Foster reported that in 1930 76.6 per cent of the junior high school
principals in the United States held Bachelor's degrees, 38 per cent held
4
Master's degrees, and 3.6 per cent held Doctor's degrees.
The Recency of Academic and Professional Training of These Principals.—
The data presented in Tables VI and VII will show the years in which these
H. Eikenberry, op. cit., p. 30.
p
Jaoob E. Cobb, op. cit., p. 36.
3Benjamin F. Miller, op. oit., p. 67.
'Frank K. Foster, op. oit., p. 18.
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principals were awarded the Bachelor's and Master's degrees.
TABLE 6
THE YEAR THE PRINCIPALS IF THIRTY NEGRO ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS


























































Table VI shows the year in which these principals were awarded the
Bachelor's degree. It may be seen that the training of these principals
is in a measure recent. According to the median year for designated groups
of schools, the principals in the smaller schools are the most recent in
receiving their Bachelor's degrees. The median year for each group is as
follows: Group I, 1926j Group II, 1921j Group III, 1924; and Group IV,
1922.
There are only seven principals included in this study that the data
reveal as having been awarded the Master's degree.
Table VII, page 21, shows the year these principals received their
Master's degree, the per cent by years, the number by years and the per
cent by groups. It may be noted that the training of these principals for
the Master's degree is very recent.
The Comprehensiveness of the Academic and Professional Training of
These Principals.—The presentation on Table VIII of data reported by these
21
TABLE 7
THE YEAR THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY NEGRO ACCREDITED SCHOOLS
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principals relating to the academic and professional courses taken in
college and university will in a measure shed some light on their prepara
tion. Table VIII, page 22, shows the comprehensiveness of the academic
training of these principals. It may be seen here that courses in English
were taken in college by more principals than were any other courses. The
highest percentages of principals reported taking freshman composition,
English literature and American literature more than any other courses in
English. In foreign languages, more principals had courses in French than
any other foreign language. In the social sciences, the highest percentages
of principals were shown to have taken courses in ancient history, sociology,
medieval history and American history. In the natural sciences, the highest
percentages of principals were shown to have taken courses in biology and
chemistry. It is significant to note than college algebra and trigonometry
were taken by a high percentage of principals while fewer principals took
courses in the field of philosophy than in any other field.
Table IX, page 23, shows the comprehensiveness of the professional
training of these principals. It shows the number and percentage of prin
cipals who have taken specific professional courses. It may be seen that
general psychology, and educational psychology were taken by more principals
22
TABLE 8
ACADEMIC COURSES TAKEN BY THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY
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PROFESSIONAL COURSES TAKEN BY THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY
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than any other professional courses, ninety and ninety-three per cent
respectively of these principals having taken these courses. The next
highest percentage of principals may be seen to have taken courses in high
school administration (ninety per cent), high school supervision (eighty-
seven per cent), high school methods (eighty-three per cent), and history
of education (eighty per cent).
Courses Other than Professional Courses Rated by These Principals as
Being of Most Value to Them in Their Work.—The responses from these prin
cipals concerning the courses other than professional courses that had been
24
of most value to them in their work are presented in Table X.
TABLE 10
COURSES OTHER THAN PROFESSIONAL COURSES RATED BY THE PRINCIPALS
IN THIRTY NEGRO ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS IN NORTH CAROLINA















































It may be seen from Table X that a very small number of courses were
listed as compared with the number of courses taken. The courses were
listed by each principal rather than checked as was the case in the courses
taken. The number of courses listed were given a high rating according to
the percentages of responses from these principals. Ninety per cent of the
principals rated Negro literature and sociology as the most useful to them,
eighty-seven per cent and eighty per cent, respectively, rated American
government and political scienoe and business English as being of most use
to them in their work. Freshman English (seventy per cent) and American
literature (fifty-seven percent) seem to have been of less use to these
principals in their work than any other courses in the academic field rated.
The Professional Courses Rated _hy_jrhese Principals as Being of Most
Value to Them in Their Work.--'Table XI, page 25, shows the evaluation by
these principals of the use of these professional courses to them in their
principal ships. It may be seen there that high school administration and
high school supervision received the highest rating from eighty-three per
25
cent and seventy per cent respectively of the principals as being of most
use to them in their work. Next to high school administration and high
school supervision, sixty per cent of these principals rated general psy
chology and tests and measurements as the most useful courses for their
work.
TABLE 11
PROFESSIONAL COURSES RATED BY THE PRINCIPALS IH
THIRTY NEGRO ACREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS IN NORTH
CAROLINA AS BEING OF MOST VALUE TO THEM
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It is significant here to note that only a third of the principals
rated courses in the supervision of elementary schools and in rural educa
tion as highest in value to them in their work in view of the fact that all
of these principals have supervision over elementary schools and all of the
26
schools studied here are rural schools. It may be noted here that only a
few principals have taken courses in the supervision of elementary schools
and in rural education, but the principals -who took these courses rated
them to be very useful to them in their work.
Kanoy, who made a study of union schools in North Carolina, found that
only a few principals throughout the state had taken courses in rural educa
tion. He had this to say about this condition:
With the schools of North Carolina situated as they are and the bulk
of the population at least rural or semi-rural, it seems that more
principals should prepare themselves for the rural or semi-rural
schools. As a matter of fact, many of them hope to find an opening
in the city schools of the state, although the majority of them do
not do so. They know that in the majority of cases, they will live
in the country or small towns and their biggest job will be in these
fields. They must supervise teachers who are beginners and sometimes
poorly prepared, they must help and instruct and counsel rural boys and
girls. Would it not be well if they would elect more heavily from
fields of rural education, practice teaching, rural sociology and
methods. The efficient supervisor must have the ability to do as well
as to criticise. It seems that the average principal would profit by
further training in rural education and supervi sion. ^
The Type of Communities in Which These Thirty Negro Accredited High
Schools Are Located.—As has been stated before, the data reveal that these
schools are located in rural areas. The population of the communities where
these principals hold principalships will be presented in Table XII, page 27,
This table shows that, according to the population reported by these prin
cipals, all of them work in rural communities and their schools are classi
fied as rural schools in the Educational Directory of the State of North
Carolina.
It may be of interest here to know the Negro population of the com
munities where these schools are located. Table XIII will present the
Daniel W. Kanoy, op. cit., p. 88.
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TABLE 12
POPULATION OP THE COMMUNITIES IN WHICH THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY NEGRO



























































NEGRO POPULATION IN THE COMMUNITIES IN WHICH THE PRINCIPALS
IN THIRTY NEGRO ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS



























































facts of the Negro population. Table XIII shows that the Negro popula
tion in the rural communities where these principals work is smaller than
the other group. The consolidation of schools and the transportation of
pupils to these schools causes a greater increase in the school popula
tion than if the school population were based only on the populations
shown above.
CHAPTER IV
THE EXPERIENCE, STABILITY, RESPONSIBILITY AND
SALARY OF THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY NEGRO
ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS IE NORTH CAROLINA
The types of educational experience these principals had previous
to occupying their present positions will be revealed in this section of
the investigation. Data on the various kinds of educational experience
have been secured, studied, and tabulated. Along with this information,
facts pertaining to the measure of stability, responsiblity, and salary
of these principals were ascertained.
It is the writer's aim to present these data and facts in an impartial,
systematic, and objective manner. "What types of experience did these prin
cipals have previous to occupying their present positions? What is the
experience of these administrators as principals? What degree of stability
will be found among these principals? What are the responsibilities and
salaries of these thirty principals? What are the relations of these prin
cipals to learned and professional organizations? What community relation
ships are maintained by these principals? What are the annual salaries of
these principals? These and other questions that may arise will be answered
in the presentation of this data.
Types of Educational Experience These Principals Had Previous to Occupy
ing Their Present Positions.—The data on educational experience will be
presented in Table XIV, page 29. This table shows that ninety per cent of
the principals have had experience as high school teachers, sixty per cent
as elementary school principals, forty per cent as assistant high school
principals, seventeen per cent as assistant elementary school principals,
ten per cent as college teachers and three per cent as county supervisors,




TYPES OF EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE OF THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY
NEGRO ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS IN NORTH CAROLINA PRIOR
TO THE HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALSHIP IN 1942
Educational Experience
Elementary Classroom Teacher








































































These facts above indicate that these principals have had varied educa
tional experience and that most of them are recruited from the high school
teaching staff and the elementary school principalship where they receive
their apprenticeship.
Miller found that the educational experience of the Texas junior high
school principal had a wide range including all positions from the rural
classroom teacher to superintendent and college instructor. He found that
thirty-nine or 72.2 per cent of them had been elementary school principals
and 55.5 per cent of them had been elementary school teachers.
Foster found that 46.4 per cent of the junior high school principals
in the United States had held elementary school principalships and 37 per
cent of them had held positions as high school teachers.
Cobb found that more principals of county and city schools in North
benjamin F. Miller, op cit., p. 77.
p
Jacob E. Cobb, op. cit., p. 14.
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Carolina come directly from the high school teaching staff than from any
other position, the percentage being roughly fifty in either case. About
one eighth were elementary principals or assistant principals and the other
positions were varied.
The present study of these principals reveals the fact that, according
to previous studies made on the experience of principals, this group is in
agreement with the state and nation in that it has had varied educational
experience before coming to the high school principalship. It may be seen
also, as pointed out in previous studies,that the greatest number of prin
cipals come to this position directly from the high school teaching staff
or from the elementary principalship.
The Experience of These Administrators 4s High School Principals.—
The data showing the number of years that these thirty principals have
served as high school principals will give in a measure their experience in
this position and their stability.
TABLE 15
NUMBER OP YEARS THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY NEGRO ACCREDITED HIGH



















































Table XV shows that these principals served in their positions from
one to twenty years. The median years served as high school principal
according to groups of schools are: Group I, six yearsj Group II, fourteen
^Jacob E. Cobb, op. cit., p. 14.
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yearsj Group III, nine years; and the median for the whole group is nine
years.
There are many and varied experiences which the high school administrator
has as principal. The discussion here is based on the number of years of
experience that these thirty principals have had as high school principals.
Another phase of the experience of high school principals in thirty Negro
accredited schools in the state of forth Carolina will be discussed in the
next chapter.
Eikenberry found that the median years of experience for all classes
of principals combined are slightly more than eleven years.
Cobb found the average number of years spent by the high school prin
cipal in the state of North Carolina in his present position is 5.5 years
for county principals and 5.4 years for city principals. About twenty -five
per cent of the county principals have been in their positions for ten years
or longer.
The Degree of Stability of These Principals.—The previous discussion
on the years that the principals remain in their positions shows, in a great
measure, the degree of stability found among them, but it does not explain
whether or not these adminstrators are making the communities in which they
work their temporary home, their permanent home, or that they just hold
school during school hours and- live in another community. There is a grow
ing demand by local boards of education and also superintendents of schools
that principals live in the communities where they work so that they may
furnish leadership for the people in their communities. It seems to be
generally agreed among principals that in the proportion that they stay
Dan H. Eikenberry, op. cit., p. 35.
2
Jacob E. Cobb, op. cit., p. 87.
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in the communities where they hold principalships, in that same proportion
will they increase tenure of their positions.
TABLE 16
THE AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT IN THEIR SCHOOL COMMUNITIES BY THE
PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY NEGRO ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS IN NORTH CAROLINA
Time Spent in the Community
Lives in the community throughout
the year
Lives in the community only during
the school session
Does not live in the community
where he works
Total
Per cent living in community
throughout the year
Per cent living in community
only during school session


















































Table XVI shows the largest percentages of these principals live in
the communities where they work - sixty-four per cent. Thirty-three per
cent live in the communities only during the school session, while three
per cent does not live in the community where they work. According to
the group of schools, it may be seen that the larger the school the higher
percentage of principals live in the community during the entire year.
This is not true,as may be noted from the table, for the group of prin
cipals who live in the community only during the school session.
The Responsibilities and Salaries of These Principals.—The respon
sibility of a principal may be classified under the general head of ad
ministration and supervision. As an administrator it becomes the respon-
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sibility of the principal to organize and manage the school where he holds
the principal ship. The responsibility of administering the curriculum,
the assignment of teachers, the recommendation and rating of teachers, the
registration and classification of pupils, the over-sight of janitorial
service and the direction of public relations are a few of the responsibil
ities of most principals. Principals in Negro high schools are called upon
to assume many other responsibilities too mny and varied to be listed here.
The salaries of the principals of North Carolina have a very definite rela
tionship to the responsibilities of the principal. One of the basic stan
dards for paying principals in North Carolina, after a consideration of his
academic and professional training and experience, is the number of teachers
under his supervision. The number of teachers is based on average daily
attendance of pupils enrolled in his school. The principal is given an
additional salary for supervising the transportation facilities for his
particular school. The local district where a special tax has been voted
to supplement the state salaries of all school employees nay supplement the
principal's salary, acoording to the responsibilities of his particular
office. There is a basic salary for principals set up by the state board
of education, based on the training, experience, and number of teachers under
his supervision. An additional salary is provided for those principals who
supervise school bus transportation of state operated buses to his particular
school. Many of the principals, in addition to supervising the work in his
own school, have supervision of the work in other schools in the school
district. For supervising the work in these districts they are paid an
additional salary. This salary is also based on the number of teachers
supervised.
The responsibilities of the principal in his particular school are
peculiar to the situation where he is located and,therefore, the responsibil-
34
ities previously discussed may or may not be applicable to all principals
alike. It is true, however, for all schools that the principal is respon
sible for teachers, pupils, building and equipment in his particular school.
The organization, administration, and supervision of the school staff, pupils,
and equipment as well as the many extra-currioula activities under his
leadership will in a measure shed some light on the responsibilities of the
principal.
TABLE 17
TOTAL ENROLLMENT OF THE HIGH SCHOOLS OF THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY









































































































Table XVII shows that these principals hold positions in high schools
having from eighty to two hundred nineteen pupils enrolled, according to
groups of schools. It may be seen the median number of pupils enrolled for
each school is as follows: Group I, 89 pupils; Group II, 138 pupils;
Group III, 169 pupils;and Group IV, 207 pupils. The median number of pupils
enrolled for all schools studied is 165.
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TABLE 18
EDUCATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OTHER THAN THE PRINCIPALSHIP OF THE
PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY NEGRO ACCREDITED SCHOOLS IN NORTH CAROLINA IN 1942
Other Responsibilities
Officer in Negro State Teachers
Association
President of County Teachers
Association
Sunday School Teacher









































Table XVIII shows that these principals accept other responsibilities
and duties in state and local communities in order that they may guide and
direct the education of the people. Thirteen per cent of these principals
are officers in the State Teachers Association, forty per cent serve as
president of their county teachers association, sixty-three per cent serve
as Sunday School teachers, fifty per oent hold office in community civic
clubs and three per cent serve as pastors of a church.
The data also revealed that these principals were members of some of
the professional organizations. These organizations in which they hold
membership are: State Teacher Association, to which one hundred percent
of the principals under study belongs National Teachers Association (forty
per cent); American Teachers Association (seven per cent). The relation
ship of these principals to learned and professional organizations reveals
in a measure their professional attitudes.
The annual salaries of these principals can be seen from the table on
the follo7ri.ng page. This table shows the annual salaries of these prin
cipals, the percentage of principals receiving particular salaries, the
median salary for each group, and the median salary for the whole group.
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TABLE 19
ANNUAL SALARIES OP THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY NEGRO









































































































It may be seen here that the median salary for Group I is $1,150.00, for
Group II 11,237.50, for Group III $1,299.00, for Group IV $1450.00, and
the median salary for all principals is $1,316.67.
Foster found the median salary of the junior high school principal in
the United States to be #3,400.00.X
Miller found the median salary for Texas junior high school principals
$2,277.78 and the median salary increase from §1,366.67 in Group I to
§2,900.00 in Group IV.2
Cobb found that for the state of North Carolina as a -whole the median
salary for county principals is $1,494.00 and for city high school prin
cipals $1,804.00. The range of state salaries is from $925.00 to |2£75.00
for county high school principals and from $875.00 to $3,600.00 for city
■"■Frank K. Foster, op. cit., p. 49.
2
Benjamin F. Miller, op. cit., p. 33.
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high school principals.
Eikenberry found that for the United States as a whole, the median
salary of high school principals is #2,314.00. The middle fifty per cent
range from #1,877.00 to #2,996.00. The Pacific division is first with a
median of |3,033.00. The West Central division ranks last with a median
2
salary of $1,956.00.
Many of the principals in the present study receive additional income
from sources other than school work. Some of these other sources listed
by the principals are: Jeanes teacher, supervisor, playground director.
The income received from these other sources range from seventeen per cent
of the principals receiving flOO.OO to three per cent receiving $800.00.
The Community Relations of These Principals.—These principals are
active in community organizations that may be found in their various
communities. The data reveal that the principals themselves maintain con
tacts with ejcisting organizations found in their communities. In the fol
lowing table may be seen the memberships held by these principals in com
munity organizations.
TABLE 20
MEMBERSHIP OF THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY NEGRO ACCREDITED HIGH
SCHOOLS IN NORTH CAROLINA IN COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS IN 1942
Community Organizations
Parent-Teacher Association
N. A. A. C. P.
Masonic Order
Elks Order






















































Jacob E. Cobb, op. cit., p. 87.
"Dan H. Eikenberry, op. cit., p. 57.
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Table SX shows that one hundred per cent of these principals are members
of the Parent-Teacher Association and one hundred per cent of them are members
of a church. Forty per cent are members of the N.A-A.C.P., thirteen per cent
are members of the Masonic Order, seven per cent of the Elks Order, ten per
cent of the Knights of Pythian Order and seven per cent are members of credit
unions.
CHAPTER V
THE ADMINISTRATIVE, SUPERVISORY AID COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIP
PRACTICES OF THE PRINCIPALS OF THESE THIRTY HEGRO
ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS IN NORTH CAROLINA
There seems to be a surprising array of demands on the time of high
school principals. Many and varied are the duties -which they are expected
to perform. Since the laws of most states are silent with respect to the
duties of the school principal, legal statements of his duties must be
sought in the rules and regulations of local governing boards. The local
governing boards exert a powerful influence on the way he uses his time.
Most of the rules and regulations made by these local school boards make
general managerial and clerical duties most important and tend to cause
the principal to become a routine man and a diligent clerk.
Wiggins says that the duties and responsiblities of principals in
villages and snail communities bear little semblance to those of high schools
in the city systems. A study of class schedules, he says, reveals that the
principal in small high schools usually has heavy teaching loads. The
tendency among the larger systems is to relieve the principal from teaching
in order that he may devote his attention to supervisory and administrative
duties.
In this section of the study of these thirty principals in Negro accred
ited high schools in North Carolina, the writer will present data collected
from these principals which will, in a measure, answer the following questions;
fjhat are the major administrative and supervisory responsibilities of these
principals? What are the teaching loads of these principals? What public
relation practices or procedures are used by these principals in the schools
•"•D. M. Wiggins, "Some phases of the Status of High School Principals
of Texas," School Review, XXXIX (May, 1931), p. 384.
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where they hold principal ships? 1'fliat budgetary and accounting practices
are used by these principals? lhat guidance and personnel practices are
followed by the principals of these thirty Negro accredited High schools?
What are the practices of these principals as they r elate to the curriculum
and the course of study? Tfhat is the status of student activities in these
wchools? What are the practices of these principals as they relate to
disciplinary procedures and techniques?
The Major Administrative and Supervisory Responsibilities of These
Principals.—In Table XXI are recorded the number and per cent of high
"school principals in this study who practice in their schools specific
administrative duties. It may be seen here that the highest percentages
of principals, eighty per cent for both items, consider answering correspon
dence and other clerical duties and the inspection of the building as their
highest ranking administrative duties. Checking routine matters and class
room problems seventy-seven per cent, pupil guidance seventy per cent,
handling discipline problems sixty-seven per cent, organization, planning,
and direction of staff sixty per cent, holding conferences with parents and
pupils and making recommendations for the selection of the staff fifty-seven
per cent, extra-curricula activities thirty-three per cent, and pupil
accounting seven per cent. The size of the school according to the number
of responses demands a greater number of administrative practices, but
according to the data here of principals in each group of schools, similarity
of practices may be seen in all four groups of schools.
Cook and others have this to say about the duties of principals:
The unit of the school system is the individual school. ISJhen the
buildings were small, housing only a few pupils and teachers, one
teacher was selected as head teacher and given the name head teacher
or principal. The duties then were largely classroom teaching and
handling troublesome cases of discipline. As schools have increased
in size, the principal has been relieved of many teaching duties, but
in too many cases he has found his time absorbed with clerical details,
41
TABLE 21
MAJOR ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES OF THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY





































































































problems of discipline and other minor administrative duties. The
function of the principal is to direct the activites of the particular
school under his management and to see that the service rendered leads
to efficient and improved instruction. The duties of the principal
may be classified under the general head of administration and super
vision. Under administration are included such activities as pupil
control, administration of the curriculum, the assignment and rating
of teachers, the registration and classification of pupils, the over
sight of buildings and grounds, the direction of janitorial service
and the direction of public relations. With the recent growth of
extra-curricula activities the principal should administer athletics,
debates, entertainments, internal accounting for the various student
organizations and exhibits. The chief function of the high school
principal, however, is to be a supervisor whose functions have to do
with the evaluation and improvement of instruction. 1
In order to carry out the many and varied administrative responsibilities
^Dennis H. Cooke and others, Principals of School Administration
(Nashville, 1938), pp. 100-01.
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these principals delegate to part time administrative officers certain
specific duties to perform. It was found, according to the reports of
these principals, that the following part time administrative officers
aid the principal in carrying out his many administrative duties. Forty
per cent of the principals reported having assistant high school principals,
sixty-seven per cent reported as having a dean or adviser to girls, sixty-
seven per cent reported having a director of extra-curricula activities and
seventy-seven per cent reported as having a counselor of boys. According
to the responses given by these principals,there is not a great difference
in the practices in the different groups of schools which showed the follow
ing percentages} Group I, fifteen per cent; Group II, sixteen per cent;
Group III, thirty-seven per cent; and Group IV thirty-two percent.
The administrative duties that are delegated to these part time admin
istrative officers in these thirty Negro accredited high schools are:
Seventy-seven per cent of these principals delegate pupil guidance, seventy-
three per cent delegate minor discipline problems, forty-seven per cent
delegate pupil accounting, seventy per cent delegate extra-curricula activ
ities, forty-three per cent delegate the inspection of building and twenty-
seven per cent delegate answering correspondence and other clerical duties.
According to the percentages of total responses by groups of schools, the
data have revealed: Group I twenty per cent, Group II eighteen per cent,
Group III thirty per cent, and Group IV thirty-two per cent.
The per cent of the school day devoted solely to administrative duties
varies with the principals and size of the school. Five principals reported
that they used five per cent of the school day for administrative duties, and
another five principals reported that they used twenty per cent of the school
day solely for administrative purposes; six principals reported that they
used from ten to fifteen per cent of the school day for administrative duties;
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four principals reported that they used twenty-five per cent of the school
day for administrative duties; and another four principals reported that
they used from thirty-five to forty per cent of the school day for admin
istrative purposes. One principal stated that he used forty-five per cent
of the school day for administrative purposes; three principals use fifty
per cent of the school day for administrative duties and two principals
did not use any part of the school day for this purpose. The median per
centages of the school day used for administrative duties according to the
groups of schools were: Group I, five per cent; Group II, twenty-one per
cent; Group III, twenty-four per cent; and Group IV, twdnty -five per cent*
The median for the whole group reporting was twenty-three per cent. It is
revealed that the larger the school, in a measure, the greater percentage
of the school day may be devoted solely to administrative duties by the
principal.
Miller says that of all the junior high school principals reporting
in his study that thirty-one or 64.5 per cent devote fifty per cent or
more of their time to administrative duties. Miller found also that
there is an accepted belief among educators that supervision is the primary
function of the principal. As a professional activity it is a component part
of modern educational practice. The primary function of supervision is the
improvement of instruction. He found that, according to thirty-seven or
68.5 per cent of principals in his study, the most important phase of super
vision is to plan and direct teachers1 meetings. Next in order were holding
friendly conferences with teachers following visits(66.7 per cent), study
ing teachers' marks (51 per cent), suggesting solutions to teachers'
problems (50 per cent), suggesting how to improve pupils' study habits
(46.3 per cent), aiding in curriculum construction (46.6 per cent), suggest
ing how to improve pupil's attitudes (41 per cent), and helping teachers to
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discover their problems (33.3 per cent). He found that less time was
devoted to supervision than to administration even though supervision
is considered the most important function of the principal.1
In the present study of supervisory practices of these thirty prin
cipals of Negro accredited high schools in North Carolina, supervision as
it is carried on by these principals will be discussed.
Table XXII shows the supervisory practices of the thirty principals
as they relate to the in-service programs instituted and practiced by
themj also the number and per cent of principals practicing each. It may
be seen that forty-three per cent of the principals lecture to their
teachers on routine matters, eighty-three per cent organize study groups
among the members of their staff, fifty-seven per cent have certain teachers
to preside at faculty meetings, forty-three per cent preside at all faculty
meetings themselves, fifty-seven per cent report that subjects are dis
cussed by the study groups, seventy per cent report that subjects discussed
by the study groups are selected by the faculty and principal based upon
the needs of the school. Sixty-three per cent report that evaluation of
instruction is based on the results of objective test. Forty-three report
that cooperative research projects of the school and the community are
arranged by the principal, in which all members of the staff participate.
Forty-seven per cent report that all teachers are required to subscribe
to professional magazines. Seventy per cent report that a professional
library is maintained for the teachers; fifty-three report that teachers
are anxious for the principal to come and supervise their work, and
forty-three report that they issue weekly, monthly and yearly bulletins to
teachers on the work of the school. The percentages of total responses by
1Benjamin F. Miller, Op cit., p. 34.
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TABLE 22
IN-SERVICE PROGRAMS INSTITUTED AND PRACTICED BY THE PRINCIPALS
IN THIRTY NEGRO ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS IN NORTH
CAROLINA FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF TEACHERS IN 1942
In-Service Programs
The principal lectures to teachers
on routine matters
The principal organizes study
groups among staff
Certain teachers preside at
faculty meetings
The principal presides over all
faculty meetings
Subjects are discussed by study
groups
Subjects discussed by study groups
are selected by the faculty
and principal based on need
of the school
Evaluation of instruction is based
on the results of objective
test
Cooperative research projects of
school and community are
arranged by the principal in
which all members of the
stall participate
Teachers are required to sub
scribe to professional
magazines
A professional library is
maintained for teachers
Teachers are anxious to have
principal come in and super
vise their work
Principal issues weekly, monthly,
and yearly bulletins to






























































































principals in designated groups of schools may be seen to be as follows:
Group I, seventeen per cent; Group II, twenty per cent; Group III, twenty-
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seven per cent; and Group IV, thirty-six per cent. It seems that the
larger the school, the greater the program of supervision as it related to
in-service programs instituted and practiced by these principals.
An investigation was made to determine the frequency of holding faculty
meetings in which supervisory policies and practices are discussed. It was
found that thirteen per cent of the principals held faculty meetings once a
week, fifty-seven per cent of them held faculty meetings once a month,
thirty-seven per cent of them held a faculty meeting at any time that the
principal saw that it was necessary; and thirteen percent of them held
faculty meetings when reports were due. There seems to have been no general
agreement among the designated groups of schools as to when faculty meetings
were to be called. The percentages of total responses by group of schools
weres Group I, twenty-three per cent} Group II, eighteen per cent, Group III,
thirty-three per cent; and Group IV, twenty-six per cent.
The most frequent topics of discussion in the faculty meetings as
reported by these principals were: ways and means of improving school disc
ipline (sixty per cent), ways and means of financing the school program
(forty-seven per cent), problem of pupil personnel growth and guidance (sixty-
seven per cent), routine factors of school management and school housekeeping,
(thirty per cent), professional topics for teacher stimulation and groxrth
(fifty-seven per cent), testing program and diagnostic and remedial teaching
(fifty-three per cent),and community relations (three per cent). According
to groups of schools whose principals gave responses, there was no great
difference to be found in the percentages of total responses. The per
centages by groups were: Group I, nineteen per cent; Group II, twenty-two
per cent; Group III, twenty-nine per cent; and Group IV, thirty per cent.
It may be seen that there is a measure of uniformity among the schools as
it relates to discussions in their faculty meeting.
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TABLE 23
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF PERIODS PER WEEK DEVOTED TO SUPERVISION BY
THE PRINCIPAL IN THIRTY NEGRO ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS
















































































Table XXIII shows that fifty per oent of these principals devote
approximately from two to three periods per week to supervision. The
other fifty per cent devotes from six to fifteen periods per week to
supervision. The median number of periods per week for each designated
group of schools may be seen to be for Group I, five periods per week;
Group II, four periods per week; Group III, five periods per week; and
Group IV, ten periods per week. There seems to be no uniformity in
policy as to the number of periods per week that principals should devote
to supervision.
Garritson says that the improvement of instruction is the chief function
of the high school principal and that the faculty meeting probably offers
the most convenient and,when properly conducted,the most effective means for
the encouragement of professional growth of the members of the school staff.
Classroom visitation and demonstration teaching have not proven very effec
tive. On the other hand, professional growth through reading has proven to
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be very effective.
The Teaching Loads of These Principals.—The principals in this study
as a whole are teaching principals. Eighty per cent of these principals
reported that they taught two and three classes a day. Only seven per cent
of them teach one class a day, and three per cent five classes a day.
According to the percentages given, it may be seen that the average number
of classes taught by all the principals in designated groups of schools is
two to three classes a day.
Public Relation Practices or Procedures Used by These Principals.—
Oody makes the following statement concerning the public relations practices
or procedures of principals:
During my years in school work, I have known a great many prin
cipals; I cannot think of a single successful one who did not main
tain good contacts with the community. The principal who makes a
success of his community relations does three things well: In the
first place, he is alert to secure from the whole community the
comments and suggestions which bear upon child welfare, especially
where they affect the schools} in the second place, he interprets
the program of the school system, as well as the particular school
where he holds the principalship, to the people of his community;
and in the third place, he shares in the varied activities and inter
ests of his community.^
The public relation practices and procedures used by these principals
to inform parents and patrons of the school's program are listed in Table
XXIII, page 49. The percentages of principals using the programs mentioned
are as follows: One hundred per cent employ the Parent-Teacher Associa
tion; seventeen per cent school and community forums; thirty per cent school
improvement clubs; seventy-three per cent parent visiting days; twenty-seven
per cent community recreation nights; twenty per cent community home-making
classes; fifty-seven per cent community fair and field day programs; sixty
'•Oliver K. Garritson, "In Service Training of Teachers in the High
Schools of Oklahoma," School Review, XXXIX (May, 1931), 450.
Prank Cody, "The Principal and His Community," Educational Leaderships
Progress and Possibilities. Eleventh Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education (Bloomington, Illinois, 1934), p. 155.
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TABLE 24
PUBLIC RELATION PROGRAMS USED TO INFORM THE PARENTS AND PATRONS OF THE
SCHOOL'S PROGRAM PRACTICED BY THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY NEGRO
ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS IN NORTH CAROLINA IN 1942
•Public Relation Programs
Parent-Teacher Association




Community Home Making Classes













































































































per cent school papcer; eighty-three per cent exhibits; ninety-seven per
cent entertainments such as plays and musical recitals; twenty-seven per
cent garden clubs; thirty per cent adult farmers clubs; and local paper
sixty per cent. The figures indicate that the Parent-Teacher Association,
exhibits, entertainments such as plays and musical recitals, parent visit
ing days and both school and local papers are used more by these principals
than any other public relation programs listed. Also, according to the
designated groups of schools there is not a great difference among the
schools: Group I, nineteen per cent; Group II, fifteen per cent; Group III,
thirty-three per cent; and Group IV, thirty-three per cent.
Another means of creating and maintaining fine feeling and relations
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between the school and community appears in the responses given by the
principals to the inquiry as to how or what uses are made of the school,
its building, personnel and equipment. Table XXV shows that the service
TABLE 25
USES MADE OF SCHOOL (BUILDING, PERSONNEL, EQUIPMENT, ETC.)
BY THE COMMUNITY ACCORDING TO THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY NEGRO
ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS IN NORTH CAROLINA. IN 1942
Used Made oi School
Sunday School Teacher
Director of Community Organizations
and Clubs, etc.
Sohool Library is available for use
by the community
All adult education is carried on
in the school
Adult farmers meetings are held
in the school
Auditorium is used for annual pro
grams by clubs, civic organ
izations or other meetings
Churches use auditorium
School serves as recreation center
for the community
Total Responses






































































of the school extends into the life of the community. Seventy-seven per
cent of these principals serve as directors of community organizations
and clubs, sixty.per cent of them serve as Sunday School teachers, seventy-
seven per cent of them make the school available for use by the community
by granting library privileges. Forty-seven per cent of the principals
reported that all adult education is carried on in the school. Fifty-
three per cent reported that all farmers meetings are held in the school.
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Eighty-seven per cent stated that the school auditorium is used for annual
programs, clubs and civic organizations, sixty per cent reported that the
church uses the auditorium, and seventy per cent said that the school serves
as a community center. It may be seen here that, according to the percentage
of total responses given by these principals, the larger the schools the more
use seems to be made of them by the community. According to groups, we find
the percentages of total responses to be for Group I nineteen per cent,
Group II twenty-one per cent, Group III twenty-eight per cent, and Group IV
thirty-three per cent.
The principals reported also that one hundred per cent of them used
personal visits to the homes of parents and patrons to improve community
relations, while the teachers in ninety-seven per cent of these schools
visit homes for the same purpose. Forty-three per cent reported that they
encourage the members of their staff to join oommunity churches and clubs,
eighty-three per cent reporting visits to all churches regardless of demom-
ination. Sixty-three per cent of the principals appear before various groups
as speaker, and seventy-three percent sponsor free musicals, plays, and the
observance of special holidays, and weeks. Again it may be noted that, ac
cording to the size of the school, a larger percentage of total responses
were given with, one exception. The percentages of total responses by groups
are: Group I, nineteen per cent; Group II, seventeen per cent; Group II,
twenty-nine per centj and Group IV, thirty-five per cent.
There was no uniformity of practices or adequate response to the inquiry
as to what activities were sponsored free to the public or for what activi
ties charges were made except for the following: Fifty per cent of the prin
cipals reported that charges were made for all athletic games or contests
and sixty-three per cent reported that charges were made for plays. Twenty-
seven per cent replied that plays by the dramatic clubs and educational
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sermons were sponsored without charges.
The Budgetary and Accounting Practices of These Principals.—These
practices will have to do with monies raised in the local school and not
school funds from taxes.
Table XXVI shows the budgetary and accounting practices of these
principals. Sixty-three per cent of the principals stated that supplies
are provided by the board of education. The same per cent of principals
reported that supplies are provided by funds raised by the local school.
There is no conflict here in these statements for, because of inadequate
supplies given to Negro principals for their schools, it is generally felt
by many principals that in order not to handicap the pupils too greatly by
the lack of supplies or materials with which to work, the inadequate pro
visions issued to principals in Negro schools must be supplemented by
supplies which are bought from funds raised by the local schools.
Fifty per cent of the principals under discussion reported that a
yearly budget is made out by the faculty finance committee on the immedi
ate needs of the school. Thirteen per cent reported that all monies are
handled by the principal and collected by him; in sixty-three per cent of
the schools monies are handled by a faculty finance committees in thirty
per cent, by faculty and students finance committee on order of the prin
cipal. Fifty-three per cent stated that all bills from the local school
funds are paid by check; fifty-three per cent reported that all monies
raised are banked; eighty per cent answered that monthly and yearly reports
are made to students, faculty and the board of education of all monies
raised and expended. The same per cent of principals wrote that a monthly
and yearly report is given to the parents and patrons to account for all
monies raised and expended.
Guidance and Personnel Practices and Procedures Followed by These
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TABLE 26
PRACTICES FOLLOWED IN BUDGETING AND ACCOUNTING BY THE PRINCIPALS
III THIRTY NEGRO ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS IN
NORTH CAROLINA IN 1942
Budgeting & Accounting Practices
Supplies provided by the board of
education
Supplies provided by funds raised
by the school
Yearly budget made out on basis of
immediate needs of school by
faculty finance committee
All monies handled by principal—
collected and spent by him
Monies are handled by a faculty
finance committee
Monies handled by faculty and
student finance committee on
order of principal
All bills from local school monies
are paid by check
All monies raised banked
Monthly and yearly reports made to
students, faculty and board of
all monies raised and expended
All monies turned over to the board
and allowance given principal
A yearly financial report given to
patrons of all monies raised
and spent
Total Responses























































































Every school situation is a guidance situation and every teacher
has a responsibility for the guidance of the students. To assume
that the classroom is designed to 'impart information1 only and that
the genuine life problems of the individual, growing up, maintaining
health, adjustment to home, finding a vocation and the like are to
be solved in special guidance classes or in interviews with experts
is to assume that only the intellect of the student enters the class
room; as a matter of fact, his body, his emotions, his adjustability
to group living as well as his mind enters this social situation as
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a whole personality and respond to the total situation. The guid
ance service should help the student to discover himself, to grow
in his orientation to life through his school experiences, to 'be
come increasingly self-directing in meeting life's situations in
a socially desirable way.l
This point of view on guidance was given to the Negro principals of
Worth Carolina in a principals' conference. Most of the principals coop
erating in this study were present at this conference and participated in
the discussions. The data presented here will show the practices of these
principals as they relate to guidance.
Table XXVII shows an array of practices in attempting guidance and
solving pupil personnel problems used by these principals. It shows that
fifty-one per cent of them have organizations of the guidance program with
a competent teacher in charge, thirteen per cent of them organize a program
of guidance with the principal in charge, eighty per cent of them organize
a program of guidance through home rooms, twenty-seven per cent of them
reported that remedial instruction in subjects of difficulty is offered.
Sixty-three per cent reported home visits and conferences with parents
are made and held frequently, while fifty-three per cent study pupils for
the purpose of understanding the social and economic factors involved in
or responsible for maladjustments. Seventy-three per cent wrote that con
ferences and interviews with pupils are made easy and informal. Thirty-
three per cent reported that pupils are given an opportunity to work certain
hours per week in occupations in which they are interested. Seventeen per
cent noted that student activities are organized and promoted through student
councils, and seventy per cent reported that student activities are organ
ized and sponsored through the home rooms. Twenty per cent reported group
*A Suggested Outline for a Guidance Program." Unpublished pamphlet,
N.E. 1186, Worth Carolina State Department of Education, 1937, p. 9.
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TABLE 27
PRACTICES IN ATTEMPTING GUIDANCE AM) SOLVING PUPIL PERSONNEL PROBLEMS
BY THE PRINCIPALS IN THIRTY NEGRO ACCREDITED HIGH
SCHOOLS IN NORTH CAROLINA IN 1942
Practices
Organization of guidance program with
competent teacher in charge
Organization of Guidance program with
principal in charge
Guidance program organized through
home rooms
Remedial instruction in subjects of
difficulty offered
Home visits and parental conferences
made and held frequently
Pupils studied with view to under
standing social and economic
factors involved or responsible
for maladjustments
Conferences and interviews with pu
pils made easy and informal
Pupils given opportunity to work cer
tain hours per week in occupa
tions in which they are inter
ested
Student activities are organized
and promoted through student
council
Student activities organized and
sponsored through home rooms
Group guidance promoted through
classes in vocational civics
Individual records for most phases
of students' development kept
on file by the principal
Home room teachers move up with
their grades
Total Responses


































































































guidance to be promoted through classes in vocational civics. Fifty-three
per cent stated that individual records for most phases of the students'
growth are kept on file by the principal. Twenty-three per cent of the
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principals said that home room teachers move up with their classes.
There is not a great difference in the programs of the four groups
of schools, according to the total responses given. It does show in a
measure that the larger the school, the fuller the program of guidance.
The Curriculum and Course of Study Found in These Schools.—
The curriculum of the school represents the experiences which
children have under the guidance of a teacher. The course of study-
is a manual or guide to assist the teacher in developing the cur
riculum and in making the curriculum more effective. The curric
ulum cannot be static because society and civilization are constant
ly changing. The organization of materials of instruction into
larger units of work is held to be essential. These units may come
within the individual subject field, may cut across several fields
or may disregard them all.
This quotation from the Course of Study for Elementary and High
Schools of North Carolina provides the starting point for a program for
curriculum development in the high schools for Negroes in North Carolina.
All of these principals have this course of study as a suggested guide in
developing their curricula for the particular schools where they hold
principalships.
The Handbook for Elementary and Secondary Schools of North Carolina**
is designed to furnish information needed by superintendents, principals
and teachers in the public schools of the state. In part three of this
Handbook, various aspects of public school work are discussed, particular
ly those having to do with the materials of instruction. Various types of
curricula are presented and suggestions are made to those responsible for
the school program to use the best type that will meet the needs of the
schools and communities where the school is located.
Course of Study for Elementary and High Schools of Worth Carolina.
North Carolina State Department of Education Bulletin, No. 189 (Raleigh,
1935), jjp. 10-11.
2
Handbook for Elementary and Secondary Schools of North Carolina.
North Carolina State Department of Education Bulletin, No. 206 (Raleigh,
1935), pp. 1-20.
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It seems, therefore, that the principals in North Carolina have a
measure of freedom in curriculum revision and course of study construction.
In this study the principals gave the following responses concerning their
curriculum practices: Forty per cent of the principals reported that the
curriculum in their schools was based on college requirementsj sixty-seven
replied that the principal may select from the handbook issued by the State
Department of Education the type of curriculum best suited for the school
and community; fifty-seven per cent of them stated that they had in their
school libraries a minimum of two books per pupil enrolled, and only thirty
per cent of the principals reported that they may work out a curriculum not
suggested in the handbook if they feel that the pupils' needs demand such.
The principals were asked to check courses offered and courses re
quired in their particular high schools. The responses to this inquiry
showed that most of the offerings were based on college requirements, and
the same was found in regard to required subjects or courses. The lowest
percentage of courses offered and required were those in home economics,
vocational agriculttire, physical education, industrial arts, and business
mathematics.
Status of Student Activities in These Schools.--The answers to the
inquiry made concerning the student activities, sometimes called extra-
curricula activities, showed that a large number of student activities
were being sponsored in these high schools. The greatest percentages of
principals sponsored basketball, glee clubs, choral clubs, home room organ
izations and dramatics. It is found also that greater emphasis in athletics
was being placed on inter^school rather than on intra-school activites.
Seventy per cent of these principals require all students to participate
in some student activity, while thirty per cent do not require participa
tion. Three per cent of these principals restrict the number of student
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activities in which pupils may participate, while ninety-seven per cent
of them place no restriction on these activities. One third of these
principals give credit toward graduation for participation in student
activities, while two thirds give no credit for such participation.
by These Principals.—
The following procedures and techniques of discipline used by these prin
ciples were reported: Twenty-seven per cent of the principals handle all
matters of discipline themselves. Thirty per cent delegate their author
ity in such matters to the student council as far as possible. Twenty-
seven per cent reported that parents are not primarily concerned with
questions of discipline and the school takes these matters in hand.
Forty-three per cent stated that an understanding with the home is reached
with respect to discipline, and corrective measures are enforced at home.
Twenty-three per cent of these principals do not use corporal punishment.
Three per cent reported that all rules and regulations are made by the
principal and enforced by him, while seventy-seven per cent reported that
matters of discipline are handled by individual teachers.
The inquiry made concerning the discipline measures used brought forth
the following responses: Twenty-three per cent of the principals use en
forced apology. Fifty per cent of them use detention after school; twenty-
three per cent corporal punishment; twenty-seven per cent isolation} sixty
per cent loss of privilege; thirty-seven per cent use dismissal from school?
seventy per cent of the principals use suspension from school; and twenty
per cent of them use expulsion.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this investigation has been to ascertain the status
of the principals in thirty Negro accredited high schools in North Carolina
with three to six teachers. These schools were chosen because they repre
sent with respect to number of teachers and pupil enrollment the typical
accredited high school as found among Negroes in North Carolina. This in
vestigation has given emphasis to the general background, training, expe
rience, stability, responsibilities, salaries, administrative, supervisory,
and community relationship practices of the thirty principals in these
Negro accredited high schools.
The data for this investigation were obtained from the following
sources? records on file in the North Carolina Department of Education,
records on file in the Division of Negro Education in the Department of
Public Instruction of North Carolina, questionnaires as filled in by the
principals of these thirty Negro accredited high schools, and interviews
and visits with many of these principals.
Summary of the Findings.--The data show that these principals came
from homes that were regulated well, where fine feeling and relationships
existed, where the parents worshipped sincerely and wisely, and where the
majority of the members of the family attended church regularly.
The occupation of the fathers was varied. There were successful
business men, skilled laborers, semi-skilled laborers, ministers and farm
ers. The economic status of the parents gave indications of income which
was sufficient to provide shelter, clothing, food, and pleasures for the
children. The group of principals, as a whole, came from families ranging
in size from one child to thirteen.
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The median age of these thirty principals was found to be thirty-
eight years. According to designated groups of schools the ages were:
for Group I, thirty-one years; Group II forty-four years; Group III,
thirty-eight yearsj and Group IV, thirty-nine years.
It was found that ninety-three per cent of these principals were
married and seven per cent are single. All of the married principals
are also fathers.
The majority of these principals received their education from the
elementary school through college in the schools of North Carolina. One
hundred per cent of these principals hold Bachelor's degrees and twenty-
three per cent of them hold Master's degrees. All of the principals who
hold Master's degrees were awarded these degrees from institutions which
are not in the state of North Carolina. All of the principals who hold
Bachelor's degrees have earned graduate credit toward the Master's, and
those principals who hold Master's degrees have done some work above
these degrees.
The median years in which the Bachelor's degrees were awarded these
principals, according to groups of schools, were: Group I, 1926; Group II,
1921; Group III, 1924; and Group IV, 1922.
The Master's degrees were awarded to the seven principals recently.
Two principals were awarded this degree in 1932, one in 1940, and four in
1941.
The academic and professional training of these principals covered a
wide variety of courses. Ceneral psychology and educational psychology
were taken by more principals than any other professional course, ninety
per cent and ninety-three per cent, respectively, taking these courses.
The next highest number of principals were found to have taken courses in
high school administration, high school supervision, high school methods,
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and history of education.
Courses other than professional rated by these principals to be of
most value to them in their work were freshman composition, business Eng
lish, American literature, Negro literature, American government and
political science, and sociology.
Professional courses rated by the principals as of most use to them
in their work were high school administration, high school supervision,
general psychology, and tests and measurements.
Only a third of these principals rated courses in the supervision of
elementary schools and in rural education as useful to them in their work.
It was found that only a small number of the principals had had courses in
the supervision of elementary schools and in rural education, but those
who had taken these courses rated them to be of the highest value in their
work.
The population of the various communities showed that they were
definitely rural.
The majority of these principals, ninety per cent, came directly to
the high school principalship from the high school teaching staff. Sixty
per cent had been elementary school principals, forty per cent had been
assistant high school principals, seventeen per cent had been assistant
elementary school principals, ten per cent had been college teachers, and
three per cent had been county supervisors, city supervisors,and adult
education teachers respectively.
These principals have served in their positions from one to twenty
years. The median years served as high school principal were found to
be as follows: Group I, six years; Group II, fourteen years; Group III,
nine years; Group IV, nine years; and for the whole group, nine years.
The majority of these principals live in the communities where they hold
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principalships throughout the year.
The responsibilities of these principals were found to be many and
varied. The more school responsibilities that the principal has, the higher
the additional salary he receives above the basic salary rating. The median
annual salaries of these principals are: Group I $1,150.00, Group II $1,237.,
Group III 11,299.00, Group IV #1,450.00, and for the whole group $1,316.00
In addition to the school responsibilities these principals maintain
contacts with the communities through their memberships in the various
community organizations.
Among the many administrative responsibilities of these principals,
eighty per cent consider answering correspondence and other clerical work
and inspection of the building the most important. To assist the principal
in carrying out his many administrative duties, part time administrative
officers are appointed by the principal from the members of the school staff
to whom specified duties are delegated.
Professional in-service programs instituted by the principals consti
tute their major supervisory practices. Eighty-three per cent of them
organize study groups among the members of their staffs, seventy per cent
maintain professional libraries for teachers, and sixty-three per cent
report that the evaluation of instruction is based on the results of objec
tive tests.
The data also reveal that these principals have public relations pro
grams to inform the parents and patrons of the school of its program. The
school and its staff are used by the community as a means of creating and
maintaining fine feeling and relationships.
The budgetary and accounting practices of these principals showed that
the monies raised by the school are handled in the majority of schools by
a faculty finance committee. This money is also banked and paid out by
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check. Eighty per cent of the principals reported that monthly and yearly
reports are made to the students, faculty and board of all monies raised
and spent.
The majority of these principals organize their guidance program
through home room groups.
Two thirds of the principals select the curriculum for their schools
from the Handbook issued by the State Department of Education. Only thirty
per cent of them reported that they may work out a curriculum not suggested
in the Handbook.
The greatest emphasis in student activities was found to be placed
on inter-school activities in athletics. Most of the principals require
all students to participate in some student activity. Wo restriction is
placed on the number of activities in which a student may engage. One
third of these principals give credit toward graduation for participation
in student activities.
The majority of these principals stated that matters of discipline
are handled by individual teachers, and most of them consider suspension
from school as the most effective measure of discipline.
Conclusions.—From this investigation the writer has drawn the follow
ing conclusionss
1. The general background of these principals was very whole
some and had its effect in influencing their lives.
2. The ages of these principals compare very favorably with the
ages of other principals in the state of North Carolina,
other states, and the United States.
3. The typical principal in Negro accredited high schools in
North Carolina is a married man and also a father.
4. The academic and professional training of principals in Negro
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accredited high schools in North Carolina is equal to and
in some instances above that of other principals in the
state of Forth Carolina, other states, and the United States,
acoording to the per cent of Bachelor's degrees held. Accord
ing to the per cent of Master's degrees held, the training of
these principals in above that of other principals in lorth
Carolina and the United States but, in some instances, below
that of principals in other states.
5. The types of training which these men received was for the
position of high school teacher. There seems to have been
no special training received for the position of high school
principal.
6. There seems to be a very definite need for the principals in
Negro accredited high schools in Korth Carolina to receive
more training in the supervision of elementary schools and
in rural education since the majority of these principals
supervise elementary schools and hold principalships in rural
communities.
7. The principals' rating of courses that have been of most value
to them in their work as principals shows a greater interest
in professional courses than in academic courses after becom
ing principals, although all of them are still teaching prin
cipals.
8. More principals come directly from high school teaching posi
tions than from any other position. Ninety per cent of them
had had experience as high school teachers, sixty per cent
had been elementary principals and forty per cent had been
assistant high school principals.
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9. The average principal in this study has been in the high
school principalship nine years. The majority live in the
communities where they work. This indicates that there is
a measure of permanency and stability in the careers of
these principals.
10. The responsibilities of the principals are peculiar to their
particular school, but generally the responsibilities of all
high school principals are many and varied.
11. There is a definite relationship between the school respon
sibilities of these principals and their salaries. The median
salary for these thirty principals in #1,316.00 but their
salaries range from #1,000.00 to $1,800.00.
12. The principals of Negro accredited schools in North Carolina
are active in community organizations that may be found in
their communities.
13. The major administrative duties considered most important
by these principals tend to cause them to become routine men
and diligent clerks. The in-service program for teachers and
for the improvement of instruction constitutes the most im
portant part of their supervisory duties.
14. There is a definite need for improvement in guidance, budget
ary and accounting practices, and disciplinary procedures and
techniques in the schools under discussion.
15. Very little feedom is given the principals in Negro accredited
high schools in North Carolina, according to the reports of
these principals, to work out a curriculum for their partic
ular schools other than those suggested in the Handbook for
elementary and high school teachers issued by the State
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Department of Education of North Carolina.
A Word-Picture of the Typical Principal in the Negro Accredited High
Schools of North Carolina.—This typical principal is a man who has had a
wholesome family life. He is a married man thirty-eight years old and
also a father with the responsibilities of a family.
His education has been received from the elementary school through
college in North Carolina schools. He holds a Bachelor's degree and has
earned credit in graduate school towards the Master's degree. His college
training was completed in 1924. This training was varied and covered a
number of courses. The academic courses that he has found of most value
to him in his work are: business English, Negro literature, American
government, political science and sociology. The professional courses
that he has found of most value to him in his work ares high school admin
istration, high school supervision, general psychology, and tests and
measurement s•
This administrator is a principal of an accredited high school with
five high school teachers, an enrollment of 165 high school pupils, and
his school is located in a rural community. He has been a high school
principal for nine years and receives an annual salary of §1,315.00. Prior
to becoming a high school principal, he was a high school teacher. As a
high school principal, he still has a heavy teaching load.
His school and community responsibilities are many and varied. He
considers answering correspondence and clerical work as being his most im
portant administratove duties. The in-service program for the improvement
of teachers and instruction is his most important supervisory practice. To
aid him in carrying out his many administrative duties, he delegates many
of these duties to the members of his high school teaching staff.
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He accepts the curriculum suggested by the state and makes very-
little provision for the needs of his pupils. The money that he raises
with his teachers and pupils is handled by a faculty finance committee.
It is banked and paid out by check.
According to the many inter-school activities carried on in his
school, he is more interested in inter-school activities than in intra-
school activities. His program of guidance is centered around home room
organizations.
This principal is a citizen interested in the activities of his
school community. He lives in the community during the whole year and
is a member of all the organizations there for community improvement.
Recommendations .—The writer recommends:
1. That the state and local authorities give more attention
through its supervisory staff to the administrative and
supervisory practices of principals of Negro accredited
. high schools in North Carolina.
2. That the state provide clerical help for the principal so
that he may be free to devote more time to supervision.
3. That the colleges look into their offerings as they relate
to the training of high school principals.
4. That greater emphasis be placed on a program of guidance
in all Negro accredited high schools in North Carolina.
5. That the principals of Negro accredited high schools in
North Carolina be specifically trained for the high school
principalship and given a greater measure of freedom in
developing a curriculum for their schools that will meet
the needs of the pupils.
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Suggestions for Further Study.—
1. A study of the curricula and supervisory practices of prin
cipals in Negro accredited high schools in North Carolina
would be most valuable to the state and local authorities
in evaluating secondary education for Negroes in North Caro
lina.
2. A study of the necessary training for the high school prin
cipal ship.
3. A study of the methods of accrediting high schools in North
Carolina with emphasis placed on factors other than number
of teachers, pupil enrollment, length of term, and physical
equipment. Such a study might reveal a need for a more
adequately trained principal to organize and direct the work
of the high schools of the state.
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APPENDIX
An Investigation Of The Status
Of Principals in Thirty Negro
Accredited High Schools In North Caroline
With Three To Six Teachers
• Directionss When the questionnaire has been che^cod or filled
out, kindly return in the self-addressed envelope to \i. B. '■-; ,>er
Lee County Training School, Sanford, North Carolina. '
If a question is not quite clear, furnish tho ^nV^t^cn ->n
accordance with your interpretation rather tv.an our t " t.' '>>iar^
on any item will be greatly appreciated.
Filled in by
Name and location of school









4. Date of Birth _ -t Place of Dr.rth
Honth Day"" * Ye"aF "" " C
vr5. What is your sex?
(Check here)
»• a. Hale
• • * b. female








7. What is the population of the community in v/M cb vovr school
is located? ' "
(Indicate in the space provided).
a.
8, \Jhat is your marital statusV
(Check here)


















,, # Hi Twelve
10, Education;
a. Elementary
ITame of School Location Year Completed
Id, High School ,
Name""of School Location Year Completed
c. College [ a
Name of "College Location D'egree Year
Graduated
d. Graduate Work. _
Name of School Location De<j:coe Yr, Re
ceived
Degree
e. If you do not hold the Master's degree, give in the space
provided the number of semester hours of graduate work beyond
the Bachelor's degree you have completed. .
f. Graduate Work
Beyond Master's Degree __
llame of School Location Nunber of
Semester
Hrs. Completed,
g. Professional (Iledical, Theological,
Law, etc,).
Name of School Location Degree Year Receive"d~DeglFee.
h. Host Recent Summer Schools Attended^
Year or Years" At tended
Semester Hours Crel3j.T"l-Tarnedn
1. If you do not hold an advanced degree, do you plan to work
for one?
(Check here)
........... 1, For II, A,'
2. For Ph. D,
3, For both ;.!. A, and Ph. D,
j. List in the space provided below any othor graduate degree or




Check items below which are applicable to your background or early
experience*
1. Education of Father and Mother
(Check here)
e# a. Had college or university training.
,....,...., b# High school graduate or equivalent,
, , c. Common-school or grade-school education,,
,,........« d. Had not more than two or three years of schooling.
2. Occupations of Father
(Check here)
,, a. Has or had a professional or steady income,
, , ,,# b. Conducted a successful business,
..,.....«.*. c. Is a skilled laborer,
,,.,...«..,« d. Is a semi-skilled laborer,
,.....*«...« e. Is an unskilled laborer,
, f, Is a farmer,
3. Economic Status of Parents,
(Check here)'
.,,, a. Owns comfortable home,
...,.., b. Rented a good house,
....; c. Tented a poor house,'
............ d. Owned their own farm,
,,,..„ e. Rented their farm,
4. Number and Position of Siblings,
(Check here)
,,,,, , a, Subject is oldest, but much difference in age,
...o........ b. Subject much older than others,
........».»• c. Subject among the youngest,
, „ , d. Subject is youngest,
5. Number of children in family,
(Check here)














,....#•••••• c. Three ,...«,*•••<
...•.....••• d. Four • * i
.«.......••* e. Five •<
............ f. Six
6, General Home Atmosphere,
(Check here)
•«........«, a. Well regulatedj fine feeling and relationship,
,;„ ,,; b. Home faily well controlled'and organized,
««•*.»••«.«• c. Atmosphere fair or neutral,
*••*«,••••«, d. More or less confusion in home,





........••.• a. Parents norshipjed sincerely and'r/isely,
....to....*, b, Family attended church regularly.
............ c# Family claimed nominal church membership,
............ d. Parents have no religion and have contempt for it
...... • e. Parents' religion is over-emotional.
Check subjects below which you pursued while in college:
1» English
(Check here)
............ ai Freshman Composition
, . b# English Literature
....•••••«»• c« American Literature
...... • d# Children's Literature
............ e • Greek Literature
•«•••••«•••• f, Negro Literature
• »• *. • g« Romantic Poetr3r
••««..«».••« h« Shakespeare
«..,..<>.,.,. i, Victorian Poetry
2, Foreign Language
(Chock here)
..... c...... a; French






• •••»...»».* a. Ancient History
• «••.»•■•••• b» English History
••«■•«•••*«« c« Medieval History
• •«»«.•••»•• d. V/orld Hi story
• • ..<>..»,... ei American History
•••»••.*.«•• f• North Carolina History
• •*.• •• g. National and State Governments in the
United States
• • •« lit American Government and Political Science
• «•<>.••....«, if City and County Governments in the United States
o*.......... j» Sociology: Specify
• •»>........ k. Economics: Specify [




• ••.*..•<>••• b« Physics
...... .»..•• c. Chemistry
•*....c...«. d. Bacteriology
............ ei Botany
♦ • • • • • f• Comparative Anatomy
5. Mathematics
(Check here)
,, .; a. College Algebra
••.......»•• hi Trigonometry
**.o. ....«•• o« Calculus
6. Philosophy
(Check here)
....o...«••• a; Modern Philosophy
...o.i b; Social Philosophy
.,.•« c. History of Philosophy








7. Professional Courses". (Check professional courses which you
pursued while in college),
(Check here)
,.,.....«•«• a; GeneralPsychology
............ b. Educational Psychology
,„,,„ f. c. Child Psychology
,,,„. ... d. Adolescent Psychology
,.........•« ei Mental llygiene
, f# Behavior Problems
•..........o g. Child Development
............ h. Experimental Psychology
,,,, ; i. Tests and Measurements
............ j» Statistics
„ , k; Philosophy of Education
. O...0..O... 1« History of Education
,. rrio Principles of Teaching
••••»......• n. Elementary Methods
• ..<,...«••.. o. High School Methods
• ,».«••>•»•.• p» Introduction to Education
••,.......*• q. High School Administration
«,„,. r« Rural Education
.».....(..... s# Secondary Education
t. High School Supervision
..,.. o ..<... o u. Supervision of Elementary Schools
....» v, Pupil Accounting and Pupil Personnel Problems




d. ~ . „
e.
T
g. . . .
h. __. _»_IIZ
8, Professional courses rated of most use to you as principals
(Check here)
.»....»....• a# General Psychology
• ••• •« b. Educational Psychology
«......«...o c. Child Psychology
#•.*»•»••••• d. Mental Hygiene
••••»»••«••« e. Behavior Problems
••••».•••••* f» Experiemental Psychology
•*.*..«a..o« g. Child Development
••«•»....<•• h« Tests and Measurements
•••»<•••#••• ia Statistics
•••••••••••• j. Philosophy of Education
.0.0..,»..,• ki Principles of Teaching
• •».#....»•• li Elementary JJethods
• ••>•.*...*»« m« High School Methods
•••*ooo...«. n. Introduction to Education
t.**...«.«.. o. Rural Education
•••••••••«•• pi High School Administration
• ••••• o a •• *« q, Pligh School Supervi sion
ro Supervision of Elementary Schools
• o..*#..«••• s. Pupil Accounting & Personnel
•«........«• t. History of Education
List in the space provided other professional courses rated of most





9, Subjects other tv\an professional courses rated of moat use to








Check type or t3rpes of educational experience you have had,
-7-
(Indicate the number of years and months you served in each
position ehecked)
(Check here) Number, of
Years Honths
. o. t... i.... a. Elementary Classa?o.>n Teacher _«_______ __,
• .«« b. High School Classroom Teacher ~
............ c, Elementary School Principal ] i
• •••••••..•• d# Assistant Elementary Principal "
••••»•»••••« e» High School Principal __
i*..«... .*•• f. Assistant High School Principal...
«•»•>••••••• g# County Supervisor __
• « hi City Supervisor __
•••!***...•« i# College Teacher ___
i j, Federal Adult Education Teacher__
«• k. Federal Adult E
Supervisor










11# Affiliation with Learned and Professional Societies;
(Check here)
#«•••»•»•••• a. North Carolina State Teachers Association
• d..»•..*••« bi Departraent of Superintendents of NEA
••••»•••»••• c# National Educational Association
• ••••• •«•••• d.# American Teachers Association
List in the space provided other Learned and Professional




12, Membership in Community Organizations:
(Check here)
• • ••■• a. Parent Teacher Association
•••••««••«•• b. National Association for Advancement of
Colored People
•••• .•• o. Masonic Lodge
;; E
e. Odd Fellows
.. f. Knights of Pythias
•■ g. Church
-8-
List in the space provided, below other community organizations






13. Educational Responsibilities Other Than Principalship
(Check here)
...... a. Offices In State Teachers Association
«*«••• b. President of County Teachers Association
...... c Sunday School Teacher
...... d. Officer in Community Civic Club













15. V/hat is your annual salary? (Indicate in space provided the
amount and also the administrative unit that pays it).
a, Annual salary
b, Paid by ____




17. If you receive an income from other sources, indicate the
amount and sources in the space provided,
a. Amount
b. List of other sources





19. Uhat is the size of the community m which you work?
(Check here)
. ...... a. Less than 1,000-
....... b. Prom 1^000 to 1^500
....... c. Prom 1^500 to 2,000
, d. From 2,000 to 2^500
....... e. Prom 2^500 to 5,000
....... f. Over 5,000
20. What is the Efegro population of the community in which
work?
(Check here)
•••••» a. Less than 500"
...... b. Prom 500 to 1,000
...... c. Prom 1,000 to 1^500
d. Prom 1^500 to 2j000
...... e. Prom 2,000 to 2;500
...... f. From 2^500 to 3,000
...... g. Over 3,000
21» Do you live in the community in which you work?
(Check here)
«•*••• a. Throughout the year,
•••••• b# During the school session*
...... c« Do not live in community,






Administrative and Supervisory Practices and Procedures
1, Type of School; Urban High School ( ) Rural High School ( )
2, Size of School; Number of Rooms ( ) Number of Teachers( )
3, Enrollment by grades:: , ,__ ____...








5, Approximately how many periods per week do you devote to
supervision? ,
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6, T/hat percent of the school day do you devote solely to
administrative duties9 ,
7, Check major administrative duties;
(Check hero)
••••»•••• a i Handling discipline problems
b. Answering correspondence and other clerical
duties
•■••■•••• c. Checking routine matters and classroom problems
•».■••••• d. Holding conferences with parents and pupils
• p ....... e» Pupil accounting
••••»•••• f. Pupil guidance
. •.»...«'.•• g. Makes recommendation for selection of staff
••••••••« h# Organization, planning and direction of staff
«*•••.»•• i« Inspection of building
•*..,»..« j, Extra-curricular activities and other st\ident
activities
List other major administrative duties in the space providod below;
a, __
b. __ , "
c. _____ _.
d. .___ Z .__„_ ___!
e. ^
°j. Check part-time administrative officers:
(Check here)
...«•• a. Assistant Principal
o....... c« * b. Dean or adviser to Girls
•....*..•«• c. Director of Extra-Curricula Activities
• • ..a. d. Counselor of Boys
List other part-time administrative officers in the space provided
below;
':a. cU „
b. e. ; __
c. __.__ *"• , _. ,_.
9, Check administrative duties that are delegated to part-time
administrative officers:
(Check here)
......... a. Pupil guidance
*....*••• b« Minor discipline problems
........o c. Pupil accounting
• « • d. Extra-curricular activities
........ * e. Inspection of building and grounds
...*»*.•» f. Answering correspondence and other clerical
duties
List in the space provided below other administrative duties that






10. Check public relations program items which are used to inform
parents of your school's program,
(Check here;
•••••»•••.•• a. Parent Teacher Association
••# t. b. School or community forum,or discussion club.
,»•......... c « School improvement clubs
• «•.«• ...... d. Parent's visiting days
....<>«...«•• e. Community recreation nights
*..»......«, f. Community homemaking classes
• •.* •• g, Community fair and field day program
.....«(...••• h. School paper
• . i; Exhibits
......»,<>.<>• j. Entertainments such as plays, musical
programs, etc,
.. .......... k. Garden Clubs
• 1. Adult Farmers' Club
............ m. Local papers





d. , ; - ~
e.
11. What uses are made of the school - (its building, personnel,
and equipment) by the community?
(Check here)
..».....••,• a. Sunday School Teachers
•.•••••«••«« b« Directors of community organizations,
projects, clubs, etc,
••••o.o*o,.. c. Library is available for use by the community.
*••..*.o..«. d* All adult education is carried on in school
building.
........<>••■ e. Adult farmers' meetings are held in school
building,
o... f. Auditorium used for-annual programs, - clubs,
civic organizations, etc,
•• •■••■'g« Churches use auditorium,
............,h,.Serves as recreation center for community






12. What practices are used to improve community relations?
(Chock here)
• ••• a. Personal visitation to homes by principal
............ b. Personal visitation to homes by teachers
............ c. Encourages members-of faculty to join
community churches, clubs, etc.
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, d. Visitation of all churches by teachers
regardless of denomination
«••••••••••« e. Appear before community groups as speaker;
in other capacities,
«....«.»..•• f. Sponsors free musicals, plays, etc, in obser
vance of national holidays, weeks, etc.
List in the space provided below other practices which are used
to improve community relations:
a, ; „
b,
a! "~~ ~~~~~.^.--'. --'"
e, . _






d, . , .
e. ; \ ._ „
14, For what activities are charges usually made? List these
activities in the space provided below.
a, i „




15, Check the items below which describe the practices followed
in your school,
(Check here)
., a. Supplies are provided by the Board of Education,
,, b. Supplies are provided by funds raised by the school,
••..o,* c, A yearly budget is made out on the basis of the
immediate needs of the school by the faculty
finance committee,
•«,.*,. d. All monies are handled by the principal - collected
and spent by him,
«•.,*•• e. Monies are handled by a faculty finance committee,
#»•••*, f. Monies are handled by faculty and student finance
committee on order of the principal,
«•••••• g» All bills from local school monies are paid by
check,
•*...«» h. All monies raised are banked,
•••■•*« i. Monthly and yearly reports are made to students,
faculty and Board of all monies raised and
expended,
• •••••• j. All monies are turned over to Board and allowance
given principal,
••«*,,, k, A yearly financial report is made to patrons of all
monies raised and spent.
-13-
List other practices in the space provided below:
o, ZZZZZZIZ — —-. . :
d, __ _._
16, What inservice programs are instituted and practiced in your
school for the improvement or growth of the members of your
staff?
(Check here)
,.*.... a. The principal lectures to teachers on routine
matters,
*•••••• b. The principal organizes study groups among the staff.
••...*, ci Certain teachers preside at faculty meetings,
«•••••« d. The principal presides over all faculty meetings,
#«.o#», e. Subjects are discussed by study groups,
.«»...« f. Subjects discussed by study groups are selected by
the faculty and principal based upon the needs of
the school,
»«•«•»• go Evaluation of instruction is based on the results
of objective tests plus teachers!s judgment,
., h. Cooperative research projects of school and communi
ty are arranged by the principal in which all
members of the staff participate,
«...»,# i» All teachers are required to subscribe to profession
al magazines,
■•«•#•• j. A professional library is maintained for teachers.
....... k. Teachers are anxious to have principal come in and
supervise their work.
..o..,. 1, Principal issues weekly, monthly and yearly bulle
tins to teachers on the work of the school and
professional growth.
List other in-service programs and practices in the space pro
vided below:




17, How often are faculty meetings held?
(Check here)
•««.e«, a. At least once a week?
• • b. Once a month?
c» Twice a month?
d. At any time when principal sees fit?
e. vrhen reports due?
f. When some problem arises?
-14-
18, Check the moat frequent discussions or topics around which
faculty meetings are centered;
(Check'here)
••••••• a. Ways and means of improving school discipline
• ••#»•• b« Ways and means of financing-the school program
• •••••• c. Problems of pupil personnel, grov/th and guidance
....... d. Routine factors of school management and house
keeping
....... e. Professional topics for teacher stimulation and
growth
....... f. Testing Program and diagnostic and remedial
teaching
In the space provided below, list other topics which are dis
cussed in faculty meetings;
a, , _
b. .
C . . , __ ;._
e. _____ __..._
19, In attempting pupil guidance and solving pupil personnel
problems, which of the following are practiced?
(Check here)
.o.»... a. Organization of guidance program with competent
teacher in charge?
..*...* b. Organization of guidance program with principal
in charge?
•••.*.« c. Guidance program is organized through homerooms?
d. Remedial instruction in subjects of difficulty
is offered?
e. Home visitations and parental conferences are
made and held frequently?
.. o. ... f. Pupils are studied with the view to understanding
social and economic factors involved or responsi
ble for maladjustment9
, g. Conferences and interviews with pupils are made
easy and informal?
p...... h. Pupils are given an opportunity to work certain
hours per week at occupations in which they are
interested?
....... i. Students' activities are organized and promoted
through the student council?
....... jo Student activities are organized and promoted
through homerooms?
....... k. Group guidance is promoted th.rov.gh classes in
vocational civics?
1. Individual records for most phases of pupil de
velopment are kept on file in principal's office?
.p m. Homeroom teachers move up with their grades?









h. . , .
20, With respect to the curriculum and course of study in your
school, check items which are applicable to your situation:
(Check here)
«•«..•• a# The curriculum is based on college requirements,
••••*«• b. The principal may select from the handbook issued
by the State Department the typo of curriculum
best suited for his school and community,
,*,«*•• c. There are two books in the library for each pupil
enrolled,
, d. The principal may work out a curriculum not
suggested by the handbook if he feels that pupils'
needs demand such,




... b. Sur, History
... c. Biology
... d. Business Hath,
... e. Algebra
... f. Voc, Agri,

































































Home Ec onomic s










Third Year Fou___th Year




23. Check the student activities which are practiced in your school.
(Check here)
,. a. Football - Inter-school
....... b. Football - Intra-school
....... c. Basketball - Inter-school
, d. Basketball - Intra-school
e. Baseball - Inter-school
....... f. Baseball - Intra-school
....... g. Track - Inter-school
....... h. Track - Intra-school
i. Glee Club (girls)
, j. Glee Club (boys)
k. Choral Club
1, Thrift Club
....... m. Student Council
....... n. Publication of handbook
o, Publication of newspaper




....... t. Girl's Reserve
u. Camera Club











25, Are pupils restricted as to the number of activities in which




If pupils are restricted as to the number of activities in which
they may engage or to which they may belong, state in the space




c. . , _
d. .
e. _____ ____
f. _ ... . . .
h. _





27, List in the space provided Tfhat you consider to be the







28, With respect to discipline, check the items which are appli
cable to your schools
(Check here)
....... a. All matters concerning discipline are handled by
the principal 'himself,
....... b. Discipline, as far as possible, is handled by the
student council,
, c. Parents are not primarily concerned with matters
of discipline and school takes matters entirely
in hand.
....... d. An understanding with the home is reached with
respect to discipline any problems and corrective
measures are enforced at home,
....... e. Corporal punishment is not allowed,
o f. All rules and regulations are made by the princi
pal and enforced by him,
, g. Matters of discipline are handled by the individual
teachers,
29, Indicate the conditions under which the following corrective
measures are employed in connection with disciplinary problems,
a. Enforced apology: ,
b. Detention after school;
c. Corporal punishments i
d. Isolation;
e. Loss of privileges;
f. Dismissal from class:
g. Suspension from school;
h. Expulsion;
